The present paper contains an application of a recently developed variational method1 to the boundary value problem of the bending of a clamped plate of arbitrary shape. It will be shown that this problem can be linked to the simpler problem of the equilibrium of a membrane by a chain of intermediate problems, which can be solved explicitly and in finite form in terms of the membrane problem. In the intermediate problems, the deflection converges uniformly in the domain of the plate (including the boundary) to the deflection of the clamped plate, and the derivatives of all orders of the deflection converge uniformly in every domain completely interior to the plate. (In the Ritz method, not even the convergence of the slopes can be guaranteed.
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2) The method yields numerical results for plates of all shapes for which the membrane problem (which we shall call the base problem) admits an explicit solution. As an example we shall consider a clamped square plate under a uniform load. This problem has been the object of numerous investigations,3 some of which are theoretical, while others are purely numerical, use infinite simple and double series, and operate with an infinite number of linear equations and an infinite number of unknowns.4 An inspection of the general formulae derived in the present paper, formulae which become simple in numerical applications, would show how some of the numerical methods might be rendered rigorous.5 The convergence of higher derivatives is of great practical interest for the approximate computation of the stresses.
(Cf. Handbuch der Physik, Springer, Berlin, Vol. VI, 1928, pp. 220-221.) Let us denote the domain of a clamped plate by 5 and its boundary by C. The deflection w(x, y) corresponding to a load q(x, y) and to a flexural rigidity D satisfies the differential equation
with the boundary conditions
on C. It is well known that w is the solution of the variational problem VP,
where q = q/D and the boundary conditions (2) and (3) are in effect. By withdrawing the condition dw/dn = 0, we obtain the variational base problem FP0: /(wo)=min., with the condition w0 = 0 on C. The corresponding differential equations problem DP0 is: AAw0 = q, with the boundary conditions w0 -0 and Aw0 = 0 on C, the latter condition being a natural boundary condition which is automatically satisfied by a solution of FP0-It is well known that DP0 can be solved in terms of the problem of the equilibrium of a membrane. In fact, putting Awo=/o in DP0 (w0 = 0 on C), we have Af0 = q in the domain 5 and/0 = 0 on C.6 Let us denote the solution of the equation Aw0=fo with the boundary condition w0 = 0 by w0 = Gf0. Thus we have fo = Gq, whence w0 = GGq. 
where {pk, Awm) = J" j" pkAwmdxdy.
(Similar notations for the "scalar product" of two function, like pk and Awm, will be used throughout this paper.) The corresponding differential problem DPm is given by the differential equation AA wm = q
with the conditions (4) and the natural boundary condition
where ami, am2, are constants to be determined. The solutions of DPm can be easily obtained in terms of solutions of the membrane problem already used to solve DP0. In fact, putting Awm =fm (wm = 0 on C), we have, in our notation, wm = Gfm.
Also, we obtain from (5),
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These can be written as follows:
A ^fm -Xj = q in 5.
(70
Therefore we have in 5
fm -£ a»"P> = Gq,
1=1 and since wm = Gfm, it follows that m Wm = GGq + amiGpi} (10) i-1
where GGq=w0 is the solution of the base problem. The conditions (pk, Awm) =0 yield, in view of (9), the following system of m linear equations for the m constants ami, om2,
t=l which can be solved, since their determinant is Gram's determinant of the independent functions pi, pi, • • • , pm> and is different from zero.
In another paper, based on a previously developed method for the computation of frequencies and buckling loads,7 it will be proved that the approximate solutions wm and their first derivatives converge to the deflection and slopes of the clamped plate. Here we shall apply our formulae to the case of a uniformly loaded square plate.
The domain S will be defined by the inequalities |x| ^7t/2, |y| ^7t/2. We put q = q/D -1. Since the deflection of a uniformly loaded square plate is symmetrical with respect to the coordinate axes, we may use a sequence of even harmonic functions pi(x, y) as given by (12) below.8 All computations can be performed without the use of Green's function for the square. The deflection w0 of the supported plate is given by the well known formulae of Navier.
Calculation of wmfor the uniformly loaded square plate.
We use the set of functions cosh ctiX cos a,y + cos atx cosh . 
Using (13), we obtain the general formula for (q, Gpi) = (1, vi),
a3 L 2 a, J For (pi, pk) we have
From (14) we find that The maximum deflection, which occurs at the center of the plate, is found to be 0.123342 when w2 is used. The next approximation affects only the fourth significant figure. A calculation of the normal derivative of wm (m = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) along z = ir/2 for values of y from 0 to t/2 at intervals of tt/16 yields: The maximum value of the slope in the interior of the plate is found to be about -0.122; this occurs at ac = 57r/16, y -0. A comparison with the maximum deviation of the normal derivative along the edge for m =4 shows that the latter is less than 1% of the maximum slope in the interior of the plate.
